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This post was co-authored by Ali Arab, Ph. The generic manufacturer refers to the original patents, along with other
scientific articles. Fda already has a designated class of drugs, call Narrow Therapeutic Index drugs, where very small
degrees of variability do make a difference. Generic drugs can be safe and effective, particularly for those produced in
the US, but an informed patient working together with their physician will ensure the best outcome. I was switched from
lipitor to the generic 8 months ago when the generic was available. So each aspiring manufacturer of a generic drug
needs to figure out how to mimic the original brand name process for each step. Who can afford this?? Science Blogs Go
to Select Blog Now, any conflict of interest to disclose? Because there is mounting evidence that variation from generic
to generic produced in the US, and more importantly, those produced worldwide, can determine the safety and
effectiveness of a medication. We have all felt it, at one time. Rob on Who is the next great science communicator?
Cholesterol-lowering statins are NOT in that category. RSS2 Atom Subscribe via a feed reader. It is a feeling of
unbelievable joy. It was an unexpected journey, from the George W. The next day after stopping it I was able to do my
house hold chores for the first time in 2 months of my lost life. Thanks to Muhammad Saleem on OnlineColleges.Oct 5,
- Generic Name: atorvastatin (a TOR va sta tin) Brand Names: Lipitor. Atorvastatin is the generic formulation of Pfizer's
Lipitor, one of the best selling drugs of all time. The cholesterol-lowering statin, is a familiar brand name that went the
way of generics in Over its branded history, Lipitor brought in over. Follow all directions on your prescription label.
Your doctor may occasionally change your dose to make sure you get the best results. Do not use this medicine in larger
or smaller amounts or for longer than recommended. Lipitor is usually taken once a day, with or without food. Take the
medicine at the same time each day. Find patient medical information for Atorvastatin Oral on WebMD including its
uses, side effects and safety, interactions, pictures, warnings and user ratings. Jump to Generic availability - Prices for
the generic version did not drop to the level of other generics$10 or less for a month's supplyuntil other manufacturers
began to supply the medication in May In other countries, atorvastatin calcium is made in tablet form by generic
medication makers under various Trade names?: ?Lipitor, Atorva. Nov 30, - The world's biggest-selling drug has gone
generic. Here's what the availability of atorvastatin means for you. Feb 1, - In the February issue of the Harvard Health
Letter, Editor in Chief Dr. Anthony L. Komaroff answers a question that's on a lot of people's minds these days: is
atorvastatin, the generic version of the cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor, as good as the brand-name drug? Generic
atorvastatin became available for. Dec 20, - Photo source. With the news of availability of generic Lipitor, a cholesterol
lowering drug, sales of the prescription brand have plummeted, as expected. Is generic Lipitor really the same as
prescription Lipitor? Consider this: Generic drugs are identical to brand name drugs. True or False? We know that. Jul
31, - Learn about Lipitor (Atorvastatin Calcium) may treat, uses, dosage, side effects, drug interactions, warnings,
patient labeling, reviews, and related medications. 1liter) of grapefruit juice. They should discuss all medication, both
prescription and over the counter, with their healthcare professional. Find a comprehensive guide to possible side effects
including common and rare side effects when taking Lipitor (Atorvastatin Calcium) for healthcare professionals and
consumers. Atorvastatin oral tablet is available as both a generic drug and a brand-name drug. Brand name: Lipitor.
Atorvastatin only comes in the form of a tablet you take by mouth. Atorvastatin is used to improve cholesterol levels and
decrease your risk for a heart attack and stroke. It's used together with diet, weight loss, and exercise.
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